FOCUS FEATURE WORKSHOP TOOLS

Spoilt for choice
From tyre changers to wheel aligners or balancers, from waste oil
drainers to hoists, Interequip has a range of solutions to fit any budget.

I

nterequip completes all corners
of expectations when it comes to
buying wheel service equipment,
vehicle lifts, diagnostic equipment.
There is a higher end and a lower
budget equipment catering to different
customers’ needs and budgets. For
example, Interequip has a range of CCD
bluetooth wheel aligners from VH5 ($9000
+ GST) to the Italian WA8SBT. They also
have 3D aligners from VH8 ($13900 +

GST) to Italian new dimension 3D aligners.
Removing a flat tyre, loosening beads
and putting on a new tyre is way easier
with the right equipment. Interequip has the
latest technologies on board with their 24”
tyre changer with arm from BP816 ($4000
+ GST) to the Italian TC5555SL.
Vehicle hoists are a basic necessity for
any automotive workshop. Interequip get
you covered with their range of updated
stock, be it a vehicle hoist 2 post clear floor

4 ton from BP40M ($2400 + GST) or a
REAL 2 post 6 ton heavy duty clear floor lift.
Workshops that are planning to add a
quality alignment lift to their equipment can
check out Interequip’s 4 post 4 ton wheel
alignment lifts from Elite BP4X ($8650 +
GST) to the Korean made SL6000A heavy
duty 4 post 6 ton model.
Diagnostic scanners are very useful
tools in diagnosing car problems.
Interequip offers a wide selection of
solutions, from Autel DS808 scanner
($1200 + GST) to Carman and Jaltest
heavy duty scanners for trucks, bus, and
commercial vehicles.
For AC service, the available equipment
goes from ZELL AC2000 full automatic with
printer to Italian Ecotechnics machines.
Another popular product is their 70L
waste oil drainer – only $254 + GST.
No matter it’s a higher end or lower
budget, they all come with recognised
quality and satisfying service.
For more information go to
www.interequip.com.au or contact
18000 EQUIP (1800 037 847).
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